the following text is an english, narrowed down translation of the original text handed by the ministry of culture during the conference of (pls put the date here).
the text explains the situation of old  and traditional buildings in Lebanon and in particular, Beirut, and the efforts done so far by the government to protect them:

In mid 1995, as the random and unchecked destruction of traditional buildings began
taking place, the ministry of culture commissioned the NGO APSAD to make thorough study of
the situation and a list was submitted by APSAD, of the traditional buildings still standing, while
the ministry of culture required from the municipality of Beirut that all demolition requests be studied by the DGA (direction generale des antiquités) before issuing permits, for the purpose of protecting buildings classified as 'traditional'.

1996: APSAD mentioned 1051 buildings in beirut that must be protected. the census didnt include the 'downtown' area of beirut, also know as the 'centreville', as this specific area's rebuilding was handled entirely by Hariri's Solidere and APSAD had no access to it.
this was the first census ever, to record the number of buildings to protect in beirut and the governor of Beirut was asked by the ministry of culture to take 'temporary measures' that
prohibit the demolition of traditional buildings.

this decision caused owners of such buildings to voice their dissatisfaction, demanding the 
government to either retract its decision or compensate the owners by buying off their classified buildings, making them publicly owned.
this led to the government issuing decree # 12/97 on the 6/2/1997 consisting of setting a committee to thoroughly review the classified buildings and the grounds of their classification.

the committee, a group of architects and architecture consultants, ruled that 592 out of the 1051 buildings do not meet all the criteria required to render them 'protected', leaving only 459 buildings to protect in Beirut.
Still, owners of old buildings continued on pressuring the ministry of culture until it re approached the government to 'revise' their decrees; this happened with legislative decree
33 (5/2/1998) and legislative decree 7 (20/5/1998) and with putting the development Committee in charge of reviewing which buildings should be protected and which could be demolished.

The study made by the Development committee and the consultancy firm Khatib and Alamy, classified old buildings in 4 categories: 

A: historical buildings, linked to historical figures, featuring special architectural and artistic qualities, generally in good shape and requiring a minimum of restoration work: 34 bldgs

B: buildings not linked to specific historical periods but featuring high architectural standards
or a distinct structural build: 127

C: are the category B buildings except that those buildings suffered significant damage
caused by disrepair or war: 48

D: buildings with no significant historical value and not linked to a specific period but which feature distinctive architectural elements: 161

E: buildings with no historical or architectural value for the following reasons:
-for being less than 50-60 years old
-do not follow traditional architecture criteria
-the original architecture/design was fundamentally changed/altered
-considerably altered by the introduction/use of new materials
-are dangerous to live in or in the vicinity of, due to flawed structure
-are too expensive to maintain in shape.

As a result of this classification, the Lebanese government agreed on discarding buildings
of category D and E as 'good for demolition', leaving a sight more than 200 alleged buildings in beirut that are deemed 'of cultural and historical relevance'. a new committee of consultants and architects was formed to offer the adequate solutions for the maintenance of the A, B and C type buildings, in 1999. the committee collapsed shortly afterwards without managing to bring solutions or valid suggestions about the management of beirut's traditional buildings to protect and restore.

many owners of A, B and C type buildings are still pressuring the government and ministry of culture to 're-review' the classification of these buildings.

it's important to note that the new classification eschewed the protection of 'traditional clusters' and instead, focused on the protection/classification of individual or lone buildings without their surroundings. this classification has the disadvantage of failing to preserve the general look of 
traditional streets. the few remaining traditional streets in lebanon have all but disappeared as an 'indirect' result of this classification, leaving lone old houses completely unnoticed, mere anachronisms, amidst a tide of hi-tech skyscrapers and new buildings.

the Lebanese Gvt has yet to write and implement a conservation law that protects traditional buildings once and for all from influent individuals who succeed time and again in bending the will and decisions of the Gvt in however they see fit.

----------

the only legislation remotely resembling a law that protects traditional buildings, was drafted during the French mandate in 1933 and it tackles issues related to archeological findings and discovered old constructions and how to protect them.

since then, no law has ever been implemented in order to safeguard Lebanon's architectural and cultural heritage.
It should be noted that in 2007, the ministry of education penned a law project aiming to raise awareness to the rapid development endangering old and traditional streets. the project elicited no response from the government to speak of and was followed by a more elaborate draft handed by Deputy Ali Hassan Khalil in 2008. the draft is till 'under scrutiny' to this day.

we will be uploading the original text (written in arabic) as a downloadable pdf , on the association's site, as well as the abridged english translation we're sending you now.

-----------
-----------

after one year of activism trying to save Lebanon's traditional buildings and architectural memory, we as a group, NGO and individuals, are starting to see through the pattern of corruption weaved by the different components of the Lebanese society, government and individuals alike. every building we saved from demolition was an immense victory for us as a group. we thought we made it and we were really proud we managed to aid the ministry of culture freezing the demolition of said or said building. months passed and we got caught again by the frenzy of daily life, work, deadlines, and traffic jams. then we started noticing.
those very same buildings we fought to keep and protect, were being stealthily, inexorably
demolished again. some individuals even went to unbelievable lengths of vanity and vandalism we will disclose in due time (soon we promise) with photos, on the upcoming association site.

silly us! individuals influent enough, can always manage to 'pressure' the ministry of culture to remove the freezing off their building so they can demolish it. but this doesnt mean we should stop. on the contrary, we are addressing our plight to every lebanese or non lebanese, local resident or living abroad, to buy off these houses through the association and restore them for public interest, since the government is unable/unwilling to buy those houses or maintain them.

yes we're thinking BIG. that's why the Association was founded in the first place: to promote old houses restoration through funds raised by us with diaspora and local money. the houses bought will be owned by all the people who contributed to buy them. a contract will be signed online between them and the association reaffirming that the house in question will be restored to original shape and reintegrate the urban fabric with a new function benefiting the public (boutique hotel, museum, school, art gallery, library, workshop, conference quarters...).
 
if a school of 3000 students donates 5000LL/student, one school can raise 15 000 000LL.
if 50 schools do the same that's half a million dollars from schools alone and we havent mentioned enterprises in the private sector or universities yet, let alone the lebanese diaspora.

if we count on government bureaucracy to save our heritage and memory we can be sure that nothing will be done and if it ever is, it will be done wrong and too late.

this is a call to motivated individuals to join us save our country's memory from rampant and barbaric development.
